
 

Introduction: “The Heavens Are Telling of the Glory of God” 
Daniel Ray 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. A Hodge Podge? There is a great deal of seemingly disparate topics and information thrown 
together in the opening chapter; everything from a space telescope to ballroom dancing. Does it 
work or is it just a hodge podge?  

2. The Whole Big Shebang. The “heavens and the earth” are a merism for “everything” (John 1:3; 
Col. 1:16-18; Heb. 1:3; Acts 17:28). What are the implications for us today in terms of how we see 
our increasingly fragmented culture? Is there still a uni veritas about the universe? About life within 
it?  

3. Two Books. The Christian tradition has encouraged believers to see two “books” – creation and 
Scripture. How does the opening chapter reflect a coming together of these two books?  

4. The Glory of God. What do you think the “glory of God” is? How do you see the glory of God 
reflected in this opening chapter? In the universe? At school? Where you work? In what you do? (1 
Cor. 10:31).  

5. Application. Do the heavens matter to us today? Should they or do they impact how we think 
about life down here? In what ways might the imaginative integration in this chapter be practically 
applicable to your own way of looking at the world?  

  

Through considering the heavens King David wondered “What is man?”[1] In our own time, 

modern cosmologists have taken their materialism to the popular level and have left us with a rather 

bleak answer to that question. We are stellar detritus, “starstuff”, an unintended periodic amalgam 

birthed in cataclysmic supernovae. This dehumanizing influence is “in the air” [2]  of our increasingly 

secular culture today. Man is nothing more than matter in a universe that is mostly empty “space”; 

cold, dead and hostile to his existence. God is no longer a necessary hypothesis for the cosmos or our 

place in it. C.S. Lewis saw this problem in his own time, calling it the “new astronomy” and hoped to 

bring back God’s glory, through his literary, apologetic and imaginative works, enacting what he 

believed was a much-needed “change-over from the conception of Space to the conception of 

Heaven.”[3]  This chapter introduces our ecumenical effort to recapture God's glory in the heavens. 

Daniel briefly sketches the popular secular/scientific worldview. Then, with a balanced application of 

reason and imagination, builds a foundation for seeing the cosmos as it was meant to be discovered 

and understood, a reflection of the glory of God in Christ.   

 

[1] Ps. 8:3. 
[2] C.S. Lewis, The Discarded Image (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), 110. 
[3] C.S. Lewis, Out of the Silent Planet (London: Scribner, 1938), 152. 
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“A Glorious Resonance: The Mathematical Creation and the Image of God” 

Dr. Melissa Cain Travis  

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Cosmic Intelligibility. It is a remarkable wonder that the cosmos can be known and understood. 
Gen. 1:1; Ps.19:1-6; 102:25; 111:2; Is. 40:26; Rom. 1:18-20. Do people take this for granted? Does 
this peculiar fact matter today? Ponder Kepler’s quote on page 22. Is he right? What are the 
implications of being more intimately knowledgeable about creation?   

2. An Arrangement. Psalm 33:6 – “By the word of the LORD the heavens were made and by the 
breath of his mouth all their host.” John tells us the “Logos” made the “world” (kosmos). Ours is a 
“word-centered” world. Discuss Augustine’s thoughts on page 25. How is creation like a “book”?  

3. Mathematics. What is mathematics? Did we discover or invent it? What are some of the 
differences between a Platonic and a Christian view of mathematics (see pages 25-29)? Are numbers 
the language of God or man? Or both? What are some naturalistic explanations for the origin of 
mathematics (beginning with Einstein’s quote on page 31)?  

4. Tripartite Harmony. What do you think of the tripartite harmony thesis? How might it reflect 
the glory of God? Would this not arguably work for language as well? Are mathematics and 
literature two sides of the same coin? Consider the “subjects” of the “university” today. Do they all 
fit together? Is there a cohesive unity to art, the sciences, philosophy, music, drama, literature?  

What exactly are numbers and why does the universe seem so filled with them? In this chapter, 

apologist Dr. Melissa Cain Travis explores the relationship between the heavens and the mathematical 

beauty man has uncovered within them. From the earliest records of Western philosophy, we know 

that mankind has been captivated by the orderliness and intelligibility of the cosmos. Pythagoras, who 

is traditionally believed to be the coiner of the term philosophy, is also credited with the idea that the 

fundamental essence of both mind and matter is number. Plato was significantly influenced by 

Pythagorean ideas, yet he saw mathematical entities as abstract, eternal forms that served as the 

pattern used by the Craftsman of the material world. For Plato, to contemplate these forms was to 

perceive the divine. Jewish and early Christian theologians appropriated the Pythagorean-Platonic 

tradition in a way that harmonized with the doctrine of creation, arguing that the mathematical 

blueprints of the world reside in the mind of the Maker, and that mankind has the intellect to grasp 

these ideas because he is specially fashioned in the image of God. The major periods of scientific 

advancement that have occurred throughout the remainder of Western history have offered astounding 

support for the claim that the mathematical natural sciences reveal a three-part harmony between a 

divine mind, man’s intellect, and the material world. 
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“The Stones Cry Glory” 
Br. Guy Consolmagno SJ 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Meteorites at the Vatican? Br. Guy invites us into his lab with him. Did you know the Vatican 
had a collection of meteorite samples? Did you know the Vatican had an official astronomer? How 
did the Vatican collection of cosmic rocks originate? Why should the church be concerned with 
meteorites? If the church remains “silent” about the rocks, who ends up speaking for them instead? 
How does this fit with the bigger picture of understanding the book of creation? Should we care 
about meteorites?  

2. Talking Rocks. Read Luke 19:28-44. Why do you think Jesus said what He did about the rocks? 
In verse 43-44, what does He say will happen? What might be the cosmic implications of denying 
that meteorites, in their own unique way, cry out the glory of God? In a materialistic worldview, we 
are told they are just the sum total of their elements. If asked, “What is a meteorite?” how many of 
us would go right to a “scientific” explanation rather than a theological one?  

3. Accessibility. Br. Guy’s chapter reflects another kind of glory of God. In bringing us into his lab 
and talking with us as a peer or friend, does his paternal/avuncular prose not remind you of how God 
brings us into His creation and shares Himself with us? How might others see Christ in us when we 
share with them about our lives and our work? Are we as “accessible” when we give a defense for 
the hope that is in us?    

5. Science. What are some of the unique ways in which Br. Guy approaches how he does “science” 
that differ from a materialist/naturalist point of view? How do you see his faith in Christ informing 
his methodology? 

  

In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus’ disciples are crying out in praise, “Blessed in the King who comes in the 

name of the Lord. Peace in heaven and glory in the highest!”[1] The Pharisees, however, asked Jesus 

to rebuke His disciples for their adoration to which Jesus replied, “I tell you, if these remain silent, the 

stones will cry out!”[2] Brother Guy Consolmagno is an astro-geologist whose specialty are 

meteorites and asteroids, rocks from space. He was the curator of meteorites at the Vatican 

Observatory until 2015, when Pope Francis appointed him the Observatory’s director. Brother Guy 

provides a light-hearted but also thoughtful narrative of what he thinks God might have been up to in 

creating these curious small-body objects. And perhaps it is the case, Brother Guy argues, that the 

celestial stones flying hither and yon around the solar system are indeed crying out “Glory!” 

beckoning our silent planet to awake and sing to the Lord once more. 
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[1] Luke 19:38.  
[2] Luke 19:40 



 

“Eschatology of Habitable Zones” 
Dr. Guillermo Gonzales 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Earth-Like? Really? What do you think of when you hear or read of a headline touting the 
discovery of an “Earth-like” planet? How “Earth-like” do these planets turn out to be? Why call them 
“Earth-like” at all? What might the general public think of such a term? Does it matter?   

2. Factors of the CHZ. What factors must be in place for a planet to support life? Read Isaiah 45:18-
19. How does the habitability of Earth declare the glory of God?   

3. God and Science. On page 55, Guillermo says the early scientists were inspired to “think God’s 
thought after Him.” Without God, however, what inspires scientists who study the heavens today? 
There are many, such as astrophysicist Dr. Sandra Faber who believe the universe is “pointless”. Why 
study a pointless cosmos? How many students in universities today find their hodge podge of studies 
to be pointless? Have the secular sciences “invaded” our teleological understanding of the heavens and 
the earth?  

4. What Are the Odds? Discuss Hans Blumenberg’s quote on page 57 and Abraham Loeb’s quote on 
page 58. What are the implications? How do their observations point to the glory of God?  

5. Theology of E.T. What if aliens exist? What are the chances? The implications? How does 
Guillermo relate his science to Jesus? How do you relate what you do to Jesus?  

 

In this chapter expert in astrobiology Dr. Guillermo Gonzalez takes the reader on an eye-opening 

tour of the contemporary scientific and cultural fascination behind the search for exoplanets, 

examining some of the more exotic enigmatic orbs orbiting other stars outside of our own solar 

system and how the search for worlds like our own has taken on a kind of eschatological hope. The 

future of mankind does seem to have something to do with the heavens after all. Popular headlines are 

often touting the discovery of an “earthlike planet in the habitable zone” of its host star. Dr. Gonzalez 

discusses the zeitgeist behind such pronouncements in an accessible and intriguing narrative pointing 

readers to how the contemporary search for planets, and for possible life, is resurrecting theological 

discussions within the astronomical sciences. As the authors of a recent book on exoplanets write, “If 

there are living beings on other planets, questions – debated today in the relatively new field called 

exotheology – must be asked. For example, did the Fall occur on every planet and for every race? If it 

didn’t, was the Redemption needed for beings who had never experienced the Fall? If the Fall is 

universal, did Jesus have to go to every world to die and be resurrected, or were the events on Earth 

enough to cover everyone? If so, why is Earth so central? Are there other paths to redemption on other 

worlds? It’s not hard to see how this sort of theological questioning could go on forever.”[1]  
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[1] Michael Summers and James Trefil, Exoplanets, Diamond Worlds, Super Earths, Pulsar Planets, and the New Search for 
Life Beyond our Solar System (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Books, 2017), 40-41. 



  

“The Glorious Dance of Binary Stars” 
Dr. David Bradstreet 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Binary Stars. Why did God create binary stars? Recall from the introduction who is credited with 
first discovering binary stars, William Herschel and his sister Caroline. William composed music for 
ballroom dancing in the English town of Bath (often featured in Jane Austen novels). Read Mark 6:7; 
Eccl. 4:9; Gen. 7:9; Gen. 5:2; 1 Tim. 2:5; Jn. 8:58. How do you see binaries pointing to the glory of 
God? How might this inspire us to see unusual but unique pairings in our own lives? Is “dance” a 
better descriptor for binaries than “orbit”?  

2. Knowing Stars. For David, stars point to the invisible attributes of God. But what are stars for the 
materialist? Why study them at all?  

3. Translating the Science of Binaries. How does David view the “scientific” details of binary stars 
as being “translatable” for our everyday lives? Who cares about the esoteric mathematics and forces 
involved? What hath astronomy to do with Jerusalem? Jesus used parables from nature all the time. 
How might we “translate” astronomical knowledge of binaries into parables about the kingdom for the 
masses? Would you attend a presentation that combined say, binary stars and chamber music?  

4. Algol Paradox. Page 81. “…the smaller star is giving up its mass to the larger star. How awesome 
is that?” Any Christological implications there?  

5. Isaiah 45:12. See also Isaiah 40:26; Gen. 1:14-16; Judges 5:20; Job 38:7. What is a star?  

“Remember the dual suns Luke Skywalker saw from his home planet of Tatooine?” asks Christian 

and veteran Eastern University astronomer Dr. David Bradstreet. “Star Wars,” he notes, “got it right.” 

Bradstreet, whose astronomical specialty is binary star systems, says that “Multiple-star systems like 

the binaries that warmed Luke’s skin make up 60 percent of all the stars in our cosmos,” Bradstreet 

notes. “Our sun is among the solo minority.”  In the handle of the Big Dipper, Mizar and its 

companion Alcor are visible to the unaided eye. For Bradstreet, binaries bespeak of the glory of God. 

“In this dance of binary stars,” he says, “I see God. Not literally. God is invisible. And not 

philosophically. I’m not a pantheist (That’s the technical term for people who say the universe is 

God.) When I study the heavens, I see God’s character expressed in the order, beauty and complexity, 

and harmony of the many marvelous worlds he has made.”[1] Binary stars are the only way that 

astronomers can directly measure the masses of stars, arguably their single most important 

characteristic. Dr. Bradstreet’s contribution includes a harmonious narrative of his in-depth scientific 

knowledge of binary stars and a pastoral exegetical apologetic as to how he sees the dance of binaries 

declaring the glory of God.   
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[1] David Bradstreet and Steve Rabey, Star Struck, Seeing the Creator in the Wonders of Our Cosmos (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 2016), 36. 



 

“God, Black Holes, and the End of the Universe” 
Dr. Sarah Salviander 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. The “End” of the Universe. Play on words. What does Sarah say is the “end” of the universe? How 
does she relate this massive and mysterious entity to God? Read “end” teleologically. Does the 
universe have an “end”? What is the uni veritas of the universe? How do black holes point to the glory 
of God? See 2 Cor. 4:18; Heb. 11:3; Gen. 1:14-18; Job 38:31-33; Ps. 19:1-14.  

2. Four Barriers to Understanding. See page 105. What are they? How do they apply to not only 
black holes but to God and our own biases? See Romans 11:33-12:1-2; Job 38; Isaiah 55:7-12; Rom. 
1:18-20; John 1:9. Are the barriers just a problem for unbelievers (page. 107)?  

3. Fantasy or Fiction? What were the attitudes of those who first began contemplating the 
implications of black holes? What kind of insight do their initial objections say about modern 
materialist attitudes and assumptions about the physical world today? About our own attitudes about 
God doing the impossible for us?  

4. Radical Reason. Sarah says on page 107, “God and black holes are so incredible, radical, and far-
removed from everyday experience it is hard for some to accept that both reason and evidence strongly 
point to their existence.” Have you ever experienced going from utter incredulity about something to 
finally accepting it? Might we forget sometimes how radically odd the message of the cross sounds to 
people (1 Cor. 1:18)? 

 

John Archibald Wheeler, the late physicist who coined the term “black hole” to describe a massive 

gravitational object that swallows light itself, said in a 2008 interview, “The world is a crazy place, 

and the way it’s organized is truly crazy. But, we have to be crazy enough to see what that way is if 

we’re really going to understand this physical world. It’s not just a matter of nice, simple 

formulas.”[1] Sarah Salviander, an expert in the quixotically massive natures of black holes, unpacks 

the mystery and wonder surrounding these incredibly perplexing entities, safely bringing them down 

to earth for a wider audience to appreciate and enjoy. In December of 2008, researchers had 

uncovered in the core of the Milky Way a stellar dance of many suns. “Like ballerinas pirouetting 

around an invisible leader, a collection of stars orbits our galaxy's gravity sink, or black hole. New 

infrared images of the cosmic dance confirm that this supermassive black hole weighs as much as 4 

million suns.”[2] Who can imagine the weight of four million suns? The heavens do indeed declare 

the glory of God and the firmament shows forth His handiwork, black holes included. Dr. Salviander 

weaves together a compelling narrative of the glorious dancing mass of black holes, and how her 

study of the heavens eventually led her to the foot of the cross. 
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[1] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4vvQfyUvXg accessed November 2, 2016.  
[2] “New Observations Detail Milky Way’s Big Black Hole,” accessed June 1, 2017, http://www.space.com/6208-
observations-detail-milky-big-black-hole.html 



  

“Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler: 
The Gloriously Odd Couple of Astronomy” 

Wayne Spencer 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Coming Together. Wayne brings to light the unusual and unlikely coupling of two very different men 
with distinctly different temperaments, skills, and abilities. Brahe was the observer, Kepler the 
mathematician. Kepler reserved, Brahe outspoken and bombastic. Halfway through our study now, how 
does their unusual coming together fit the underlying themes of the book? What can their relationship tell 
us about the glory of God? Mark 6:7; Eccl. 4:9; Gen. 7:9; Gen. 5:2; 1 Tim. 2:5; Jn. 8:58.  

2. Learning in Conflict. The accomplishments of Kepler and Brahe came forth out of a tumultuous time 
in Europe’s ecclesiastical and political history. In October of 1939, at the outbreak of WWII in 1939 C.S. 
Lewis said, “A university is a society for the pursuit of learning. As students, you will be expected to 
make yourselves, or to start making yourselves, into what the Middle Ages called clerks: into 
philosophers, scientists, scholars, critics or historians. And at first sight this seems to be an odd thing to 
do during a great war. What is the use of beginning a task which we have so little chance of 
finishing?”[1] Why study when all around is conflict? How do the lives and times of Kepler and Brahe 
help answer this question? What can their unique relationship tell us about perseverance in our own work 
and daily lives? What peculiar person has God brought into your life lately?  

3. Kepler’s Woes. The man from whom came the foundational authority on the motion of planets 
seemed to have a Job-like existence. Both men suffered greatly but both their names have become 
immortalized. What role does suffering play in knowing the glory of God? Discuss Kepler’s quote on 
page 128.  

 

The lives of Johannes Kepler and Tycho Brahe have provided us not only with a revolutionary view 

of the heavens, but also can still give us valuable lessons today about faith and reason. The decades 

following the death of Martin Luther in 1546 were years of controversy and conflict throughout Europe.  

At that time, astronomy was not thought of as a quantitative discipline and gravity was not yet 

understood.  Superstitions and irrational fears often dominated the thinking of common people.  Galileo 

invented the first telescope during this period. In this setting, sundry and often chaotic circumstances 

bring together Johannes Kepler, a brilliant mathematician from a common family, and Tycho Brahe, a 

towering bombastic aristocrat whose one-of-a-kind private island observatory helped open new vistas to 

the heavens. Brahe took the role of an experimentalist and Kepler that of a theoretician.  Both men were 

Lutheran Protestants and had a conviction that God had created the universe with order and harmony. 

The order created in the planetary orbits, however, turned out to be different than what either of them 

expected. Such is the nature of heavenly glory. Both men take a personal journey of faith as astronomers 

who pointed the world away from superstition and toward reason and truth found in Christ. 
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[1] C.S. Lewis, The Weight of Glory (New York: Harper One, 1980), 47.  



 

“The Cosmos and The Starry Night” 
Terry Glaspey 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Art and Science. Terry introduces us to the interconnectedness of art and science as they pertain to 
our fascination with the heavens. Both disciplines are inspired by the beauty of the skies. How do you see 
poetry, art, and science coalescing? Writing in 1958, physicist Werner Heisenberg observed that 
“improved experimental technique of our time brings into the scope of science new aspects of nature 
which cannot be described in terms of common concepts. But in what language, then, should they be 
described?”[1]. Terry notes on page 132 Psalm 19, “They have no speech, they use no words.” On 133, 
he suggests science has become deaf to the creative silence of the heavens. What “voice” might art have 
in science?  

2. Landscape Painting. “During the Romantic period, nature was widely embraced as the language of 
God” (page 135). Have we lost that idea? Is it important? How do the featured works in Terry’s chapter 
point us to the glory of God? Asher Durand, “the true province of art is the representation of the work of 
God in the visible creation” (page 140). Do you agree? How can you integrate art into your daily life? 

3. Van Gogh – a man of sorrows. Vincent Van Gogh struggled with depression. He painted The Starry 
Night in an asylum in France. Ponder the implications of the fact that the One who created Jupiter’s 
tempestuous glory was also Himself a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief (Isaiah 53). How do we 
reconcile both beauty and sorrow with the glory of God? How might art play a role? 

 

Terry’s essay explores the way that painters throughout the history of art have shown the same kind 

of fascination with the stars and constellations as that of the scientists. They have explored, through their 

works of art, the truth expressed in Psalm 19 that “the heavens declare the glory of God.” The 

transcendent Creator can be seen in the night sky, in magnificent vistas of landscape, and in every leaf 

and stone. What these artists have seen in nature, and have shared with us through their own creations, is 

a manifestation of the divine presence that haunts every inch of the cosmos. Just as the scientist focuses 

upon studying individual realities to help us understand how they work and function, so the artist focuses 

upon asking questions about what they mean. Through an examination of more than a dozen magnificent 

works of art (from Giotto to van Gogh) we see how great art can help us to see and appreciation God’s 

handiwork with new eyes. We also explore the evidentiary power of the beauty of the Cosmos and the 

created world. It is a different kind of evidence than that offered by science or philosophy; and evidence 

based more on intuition than on proofs. But its beauty can tell us something important about who made 

this world and about our place in it. The artists call us to pay attention, to see more clearly and fully, and 

to quiet our hearts and minds before the great artistic creation of the Great Creator. 
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[1] Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, The Revolution in Modern Science (New York: Harper Perennial, 2007), 
141-2.  



  

“Imagine There’s No Heaven?: C.S. Lewis 
On Making Space for Faith” 

Dr. Michael Ward 

 

Questions For Discussion 

1. Space. The Final Frontier or Just the Wrong Word? Ever think about the connotations of the word 
“space” when describing the universe? Spaceships, space probes, outer space, storage space, empty 
space, space, space, space. Like the phrase “Earth-like” how might “space” impinge upon our 
imaginations when we think of the cosmos? Does it subtly denigrate the glory of God? Does it matter? 
Consider and discuss Garrett Green’s quote on page 151. How do our metaphors shape our institutions? 
What does Lewis say about the word space (see page 154ff; 157ff)?  

2. A Universe Running on Empty. How does Lewis view how the heavens were emptied (page 152-
153)? In Lewis’s estimation, how did mathematics take over man’s imagination? Is there a connection to 
what Lewis says and the contemporary materialist sciences today? How might we guard against this?  

3. Modern Mythology. What does Lewis mean by a “mythology that follows in the wake of science” 
(page 154)? What scientific “mythologies” might pervade modern culture/universities today?  

4. Kosmein. Read John 1:1-14. The Greek for “world” is kosmos. How did this particular word shape the 
outlook of the Medievals in their cultural and artistic expressions (page 155)? Is such a vision capable of 
being restored today?  

5. Dante and Milton. Which writer introduces the word space in its “fully modern sense” (page 156)? 
Read Eph. 6:10-18; Is. 14:12-14; Job 3. Does spiritual warfare extend into the heavens? What are some 
contemporary examples of modern cosmology and astronomy that tacitly or explicitly denigrate the glory 
of God (see the introduction, chapter 1, page 7).    

6. Ramandu. (page 165) Is 40:26; 45:12; Gen. 1:14-16; Judges 5:20; Job 38:7. What is a star? 

7. Ransom’s Vision. Discuss Ransom’s epiphany on page 163. Is it necessary or possible to see the 
cosmos like this again? What is Lewis’s conclusion about the word “space”?  

 

C.S. Lewis is best known for his Narnia books, but his professional expertise was literary criticism 

and literary history. In that capacity, his principal work was a study of English literature in the sixteenth 

century, which he commenced with an overview of the ‘new astronomy’ that was developing in that 

period. Michael’s essay examines the reasons for Lewis’s scholarly interest in this ‘new astronomy’ and 

show how it relates to his better-known works in fiction and apologetics. Michael shows how Lewis 

engaged both reason and imagination through a unique interdisciplinary approach to understanding the 

cosmos. Lewis had a profound concern to ‘re-enchant’ the universe, a campaign he mounted on three 

fronts: as an academic, as an apologist, and as an imaginative writer. aimed to push back philosophically 

against reductive materialism, to tend pastorally to the existential wounds caused by the alienating effects 

of dualism, and to inspire poetically the capacity for a more holistic spiritual harmony between man and 

the cosmos (Psalm 19:1-4; Psalm 8:3-4; Colossians 1:16-18).  
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Questions For Discussion 

1. Beauty. This chapter opens with the beauty in creation. What are some of the hallmarks of beauty? It 
surrounds us, but how do we recognize it? Is beauty difficult to recognize? Easy to forget or take for 
granted? See John 1; Col. 1:16-18; Job 38ff; Prov. 8; Gen. 1-2; Ps. 29; 33:6; 111:2; Is. 45:12. How does 
Tolkien as a “sub-creator” do something similar in his works?   

2. Disconnected Culture. Page 168-170. What does Holly address as problematic in our culture? How 
can Tolkien help us reconnect what is disconnected (page 172-174)?  

3. Creation Parallels. What are some parallels between The Silmarillion and Genesis? How does 
music play a role? See Job 38:1-7 and Psalm 19.  

4. Fairy-Story? What do you think Lewis means by “a true myth” and what did Tolkien mean by 
saying that “The Gospels contain a fairy-story?” Creation itself may be what Tolkien calls a 
“Eucatastrophe...a sudden and miraculous grace: never to be counted on to recur. It does not deny the 
existence of dyscatastrophe, of sorrow and failure: the possibility of these is necessary to the joy of 
deliverance; it denies (in the face of much evidence, if you will) universal final defeat and in so far is 
evangelium, giving a fleeting glimpse of Joy, Joy beyond the walls of the world, poignant as grief.” [2] 

5. Recovery. How should Christians work to recover a deeper appreciation and understanding of beauty 
in creation? How might we be renewed by the transformation of our minds toward what God has made? 
(Rom. 12:1-2). How do our bodies play a role in how we think about nature?  

 

 

“Recovering a Vision of the Cosmos: 
Tolkien’s Creation Narrative in The Silmarillion” 

Dr. Holly Ordway 

 
In this chapter, Dr. Holly Ordway explores the way that J.R.R. Tolkien helps readers to recover a 

right vision of the cosmos. In our modern culture, we are often disconnected from the natural world, 

both physically and emotionally. In climate-controlled environments, and faced with distractions from 

media and technology, we have lost touch with the rhythms and beauty of the seasons, and have become 

less able to recognize the Creator of our created world. Tolkien, who had a deep love of birds, botany 

and stars, is particularly well-suited to reinvigorate our own appreciation of the heavens and Earth and 

see them as they were created to be understood, not as things to be dissected, classified, or possessed. In 

this chapter, we consider Tolkien’s idea of ‘Recovery’ and how imaginative literature can help us to 

recover right vision, and we explore in some detail the creation narrative in The Silmarillion, a book of 

tales from Middle-earth’s history. In particular, we see that Tolkien’s fictional tale helps us to appreciate 

truths about our own, real world: the orderliness of creation, the reality of the spiritual world, and the 

significance of Scripture. Readers need not be familiar with Tolkien’s work to appreciate this chapter. 
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[1] Roger Scruton, Beauty – A Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 70-71.  
[2] J.R.R. Tolkien, The Tolkien Reader, Stories, Poems and Commentaries by the Author of The Hobbit and The Lord 
of the Rings, “On Fairy Stories” (New York: Ballantine, 1966), 85-86.  
 



Questions For Discussion 

1. You Need Eternity to Make a Universe. In order for the universe to exist one must posit either 
eternally existing matter or an eternal being. The 1964 Nobel Prize winner Arno Penzias says that 
“today’s dogma holds that matter is eternal. The dogma comes from the intuitive belief of people 
(including the majority of physicists) who don’t want to accept the observational evidence that the 
universe was created – despite the fact that the creation of the universe is supported by all the 
observable data astronomy has produced so far. As a result, the people who reject the data can arguably 
be described as having a ‘religious’ belief that matter must be eternal. These people regard themselves 
as objective scientists.” [1] Do you agree? The law of entropy (useable energy gets used up) shows 
matter & energy cannot have been around forever (see page 184) Does this show God exists?  

2. Friedman-Lemaȋtre. Page 185. What was so radically unique about this model of the universe? Is it 
definitive “proof” the universe had a beginning? Should we use it to “prove” the truth of Genesis?  

3. Beginning with Beginningless Models. Page 187. What has James Sinclair shown to be the case 
about models of the universe since Friedman-Lemaȋtre? Have these models been successful? What 
about the multiverse (page 192-193)? What is problematic about the multiverse? Job 38:31-33.  

4. First Rule of the Second Law. Page 189. Why is the second law of thermodynamics key to a 
universe with a beginning? How should a Christian use science as an apologetic?  

5. Don’t Be Too Dense. Page 190-191. Why is the density of matter important for the universe?  

6. Nothing. Page 195-199. Discuss the philosophical and scientific nature of the term “nothing”. What 
are the theological implications of such an idea?  

7. Faith. Hebrews 11:3. What might the cosmologist and the theologian have in common?   

 

  

“Creation Ex Nihilo: Theology and Science” 
Dr. William Lane Craig 

 

Beginning “in the beginning” with Genesis 1:1, prominent Christian philosopher and theologian Dr. 

William Lane Craig offers a comprehensive overview of the classic Christian doctrine of creation ex 

nihilo, adroitly unpacking contemporary theories of the origin of the universe, including the idea that our 

universe came from “nothing”, with ease and impeccable logic in a language that is down to earth. “The 

biblical writers give us to understand that the universe has a temporal origin,” he writes, “and thus imply 

creation ex nihilo in the temporal sense that God brought the universe into being without a material 

cause at some point in the finite past.” Dr. Craig surveys the theological, philosophical and scientific 

implications of creation ex nihilo, bringing forth his years of experience in researching and publicly 

debating the best minds in science and philosophy. Dr. Craig’s chapter gives us a clearer view God’s 

creative and unfathomable wisdom regarding the origin of the universe. 
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Origins of the Universe, Life and Homo Sapiens (La Salle: Open Court, 1992), 79-80.  
 



Questions For Discussion 

1. Dawkins By Design. Why does Dawkins go out of his way to make such a statement on page 203? 
How does this comport with Romans 1:18-20ff? How culturally prevalent are his assumptions? What 
sort of dance is this? What would the story of the cosmos look like if it had no author? Like ours?  

2. Finely Filled-In Gaps? Is the argument from fine tuning just a God-of-the-Gaps argument (page 
204-205)? Do you agree or disagree with Barnes & Hainline? What are two types of legitimate 
explanations offered by the authors?  

3. Science Disproves God? If that were true, one must assume science could first prove God existed. Is 
science equipped to do either?  

4. The Ultimate Lego Set. How is the universe like the ultimate Lego set (Page 206)? Col. 1:16-18; 
Job 38-41; Gen. 1-2; Is. 40:26; Ps. 29; 111:2; Ex. 34:16-18.  

5. “Laws” of Nature. “Law” is a monotheistic concept. Note how the Sabbath law is equated to God 
creating the heavens and the earth. Who is our Sabbath Rest? See Hebrews 4. So then do the “laws of 
nature” show forth God’s glory? What are some “laws” and examples mentioned by Barnes & 
Hainline? Is there any practical or spiritual value to the examples of fine tuning they provide? Ps. 19.  

6. Evidence and Objections. Does fine tuning point to God? To Jesus? What are some objections? Are 
they sound? Is Dawkins correct? How might we apologetically use fine tuning to show God’s glory? 
Heb. 1:3; 11:3; John 1:1-14; Ps. 8; 19.  

 

 

 

 

 

“The Cosmic Coincidences of Fine Tuning” 
Dr. Luke Barnes and Allen Hainline 

 

Modern science has been on a relentless and highly successful quest to describe natural phenomena 

in terms of universal mathematical laws. The foundational laws of nature, and the constants that they 

contain, a surprising feature: a high degree of precision would be needed to set up a life-permitting 

universe. Barnes and Hainline discuss examples of these cosmic coincidences, which conspire to make 

the universe inhabitable. As agnostic physicist Paul Davies summarizes: “The entire universe is 

balanced on a knife-edge, and would be total chaos if any of the natural 'constants' were off even 

slightly.” Barnes says that our universe must be tuned to at least 1 part in 1090 for life to exist. This cries 

out for a deeper explanation. Is this just a brute fact of the universe? Secular science struggles to explain 

this phenomena. This foundational level of science reveals purpose and design in deep and multi-faceted 

ways. The fine-tuning of the cosmos comports well with the Judeo-Christian view as expressed in 

Proverbs, where the author speaks poetically of the wisdom that God employed in creation: “The Lord 

possessed me [wisdom] at the beginning of his work, the first of his acts of old… When he established 

the heavens, I was there… Then I was beside Him, as a master workman; And I was daily His delight.” 
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Questions For Discussion 

1. What Is the Discarded Image? In short, the Medieval cosmos. Their model was one of unity, 
harmony, order and beauty. Dr. Michael Ward notes that “in The Discarded Image, [C.S.] Lewis’s 
introduction to the medieval worldview, he repeatedly encourages his readers to take a stroll under the 
sky at night. Looking up at the heavens now, Lewis argues, is a very different experience from what it 
was in the Middle Ages. Now we sense that we are looking out into a trackless vacuity, pitch-black and 
dead-cold. Then we would have felt as if we were looking into a vast, lighted concavity.” [1] Gould 
argues the need to recovery such an aesthetic vision today. Have we discarded unity & beauty in the 
modern universe?  

2. Dazzling Theater or a Theater of the Absurd? “Augustine, Calvin, Sagan and deGrasse Tyson are 
looking at the same cosmos.” Why do they come to such radically different conclusions about it (page 
223)? Lewis writes in The Magician’s Nephew “For what you see and hear depends a good deal on 
where you are standing: it also depends on what sort of person you are.” [1] John 1:9; Job 38:31-33; 
Gen. 1-2; Is. 40:26; 45:12; Rom. 1:18ff; Acts 17:24-31.  

3. The Drama of Waiting. How are modern conceptions of the cosmos akin to Out Town or Waiting 
for Godot? How might theater and drama also have a voice in the story of the cosmos? How might they 
enhance or understanding of the glory of God? Job 3; Ps. 8:3; 37:7; 129; Is. 40:31.  

4. Our Chief End.  Westminster tells us that the chief end of man is to glorify God and enjoy Him 
forever. How do you see yourself participating in the cosmic drama of fulfilling this mandate? 1 Cor. 
15:39-42.     

 

  

“Rediscovering the Discarded Image” 
Dr. Paul M. Gould 

 

The impulse toward reductionism, materialism, scientism, and naturalism dominate the sciences 

today. The universe is amazing, we are told, yet man is an inconsequential accident. The laws describing 

the universe are elegant, yet this deep and alluring beauty is all “sound and fury, signifying nothing” but 

an illusion. This now-dominant lens through which we see and experience the cosmos is a stark contrast 

to a more ancient, “discarded” way, as C.S. Lewis believed, of seeing and experiencing the universe in 

which we find ourselves. On this older image, man is the highest created material being in a cosmos 

pervaded with deep beauty, mystery and divine presence. Everything had its place in a wondrous 

arrangement imbued throughout with meaning and teleology. Dr. Gould picks up where C.S. Lewis left 

off, calling for the resacramentalization of the material cosmos, transforming the sound and fury of 

atheistic materialism into heavenly glory once more by (i) exposing the shortcomings of philosophical 

underpinning of the now dominant image (or scientific models) of the universe and (ii) providing a 

Christian ontology of the created order that refocuses our attention toward the long-awaited Eschaton, 

glory of God in Christ.   
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Questions For Discussion 

1. Which Stars? On average, how much time do you think is spent watching film & TV stars versus 
stargazing? How many celestial stars can you identify? How many film & TV stars can you recognize? 
What might the implications be if we stargazed and contemplated the heavens as much as we watched 
movies and television? What’s the point in stargazing? Does it have any practical value (Ps. 8; Ps. 19; 
Is. 40:26).  

2. Stars Point to Christ. The “story of the cosmos”, the uni veritas of the universe is that of Christ 
Jesus our Lord. How do the verses mentioned on page 236 demonstrate this? The stars above us are 
ceaselessly declaring His glory. The central text of our book is Psalm 19. The “glory” is all His and we 
have been called to participate in that glory. Phil. 2:15; 1 Cor. 39-42; Matt. 5:14-16; Gen. 15:5; Dan. 
12:3. If you are a descendant of Abraham, you are like the stars that shine forever and ever. You too are 
a “messenger” who declares God’s glory, far more radiantly than the brightest of suns. They will one 
day perish, but we will live eternally. You are part of The Story of the Cosmos, for in Him, in the One 
who created the stars with His fingers (Ps. 8:3), you live and move and have your being. The only 
proper response is to turn to the One who knows you best and give Him all due glory.  

3. Repent. “Repent, for the kingdom of the heavens is near,” cried John the Baptist. Jesus is returning 
and there will be signs in the heavens when He does. As He Himself says, “Look up, for your 
redemption draweth nigh (Luke 21:28).” Discuss any professional or personal applications you have 
derived from your study of The Story of the Cosmos.  

 

 

“Afterword: Astronomy with Your Own Two Eyes” 
Daniel Ray 

 

Astronomer Robert Jastrow once famously quipped that “we would like to pursue that inquiry [the 

universe’s origin and existence] father back in time, but the barrier to further progress seems 

insurmountable. It is not a matter of another year, another decade of work, another measurement, or 

another theory, at this moment it seems as though science will never be able to raise the curtain on the 

mystery of creation. For the scientist who has lived by his faith in the power of reason, the story ends 

like a bad dream. He has scaled the mountains of ignorance; he is about to conquer the highest peak; as 

he pulls himself over the final rock, he is greeted by a band of theologians who have been sitting there 

for centuries.” [1] But for a people nearly sky blind to the cosmos, beset by “a culture of evening TV”, 

many people do not seem too concerned about the heavens today. Technology, complicated science, 

rampant secular ideologies, television, social media, and our own sin and difficulties so easily ensnare 

us. Ralph Waldo Emerson once observed well over a century ago that “the man in the street does not 

know a star in the sky.” [2]. We thus must begin again, turning our gaze heavenward toward a single star 

(Gen. 15:5; Numbers 24:17; Is. 40:26; Mal. 4:2; Matt. 2:2; John 8:12; Rev. 22:16).  
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